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Nike has time and again proven its commitment to a single goal. Excellence.
Personal excellence can be found both
on and off the field. Both in and out of
uniform. Whether limits to physical strength or personal success
are being vbroken. Wherever
excellence is be found, Nike
is dedicated to being there.
To aid in its occurrence, and
celebrate its achievements.
For as long as excellence
has been our goal, the sport of
running has held a special place
in the heart of all that is Nike.
Running has often been described
as the most basic of all human
athletics, and it most certainly is the oldest. At
Nike. we love running, and we are dedicated to
being on the cusp of human capability when it
comes to this most instinctual of human activities.

“

Passion is a choice.

You need to choose to be great.
I’ts not a chance, it’s a choice.
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sidered an impossible barrier to the sport of
marathon running.

Countless runners over the

years have set records closer and closer to the
elusive two hour mark, but none have ever broken it. Nike doesn’t believe in the impossible,
merely in the challenge. We set out to be the first.
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SHOP

FREE RN FLYKNIT 2017
For runners who want support for every
stride. Get targeted support and flexibility
where you need it most. Run like the pros.

After lear ning that Stanford athletes had been training barefoot, three of Nike’s most innovative
and creative employees set out to develop a shoe that felt natural and weightless, similar to bare
feet. The team spent four years studying the biomechanics of runners’ feet in motion. The results
yielded a profound understanding of the foot’s natural landing angle, pressure and toe position,
allowing Nike designers to build an unconventional and flexible running shoe from the inside out.

Nike+ Run Club makes running excellence attainable for
anyone. Countless features allow users to sync their smart
devices with tools that track your favorite routes, mileage,
pace and more. Other features aid in finding local running
partners, provide live chat with experts, and even tailored
training programs for goals at every level of running. With
NRC, everyone was meant to be a runner.
Each issue of our 2017 Newsletter will dedicate the final page to bringing some of the features of NRC center stage. This
issue gives an overview of what just one of our personalized training schedules consists of. What follows are exerpts
from the 5K training program, including a breakdown of three different styles of running workouts, a pacing chart,
and an example of a daily training calander for the standard eight week training program leading up to all the way up to
race day. Not all the information can fit on a page like this, but by exploring NRC for yourself, you can find this training
program in its entirety, as well as much, much more. This is just a taste of what the Nike+ Run Club has to offer.

NRC divides workouts into three different objectives.
Speed trainging, Endurance, and Recovery runs. Each
plays an imporatnt role in developing as a runner. From
there, users will discover our pace chart to help them set
personal goals. From there, specific workouts are outlined within the eight week program, and then are charted in an easy to use calander like the one shown below.
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